of lungs depend on measurement of transpulmonary pressure-i.e., the pressure difference between the airway opening and the pleural surface. Implicit is the assumption that all parts of the lung, including those at a distance from the pleural surface, are exposed at their outside walls to pleural pressure; but within the lung the outside wall of one air space is the inside wall of its neighbor.
Since, statically, gas pressure in all interconnected airways and air spaces is the same, there are no pressure differences across walls, and all forces distending airways and air spaces must arise from tissue attachments.
In this paper we develop a model which relates these forces to transpulmonary pressure. A further implication of the use of the transpulmonary pressure has been that all distensible elements within lungs are mechanically independent in the sense that, whatever their degree of distension, they are equally exposed to transpulmonary pressure; for example, that the pressure tending to distend an atelectatic air space is the same as that acting on neighborin, g air spaces, which are fully expanded.
Our analysis leads to the conclusion that effective distending pressure may be everywhere the same, but only in the homogeneously expanded lung. We predict that when nonuniformities of expansion occur, local distending pressures will differ systematically from transpulmonary pressure and in such a manner as to reduce the nonuniformity of expansion. This mechanical interdependence has a bearing on airspace expansion and stability, the relative dryness of air space, and on the forces distending airways and blood vessels. We discuss implications of size and shape of air spaces to our analysis. We present a mechanical model which illustrates the importance of shape change as a further mechanism by which effective distending pressures may be changed, and a second model with which we examine the distribution of strain around local deformations. Before presenting our analysis it will be useful to emphasize certain matters. By walls we generally will mean all of the structures intervening between two extensive fluid phases; for example, the gas in the airways and air spaces, or the pleural fluid, or the blood within blood vessels. Thus, an alveolar wall includes the full thickness of its septum. Some of the walls we consider will have specific anatomic limits, e.g., the walls of alveoli, the walls of blood vessels, the pleural surface; but others will not. For example, we will consider arbitrary spherical regions within the lung. Any such sphere can be regarded as having a tissue wall consisting of all the structures separating gas outside the sphere from gas within.
If such a sphere is located entirely within lung parenchyma, the sphere wall will be almost entirely made up of alveolar septa. For large spheres this tissue wall will depart only minutely from the surface of the hypothetical sphere. For spheres approaching alveolar dimensions the spherical approximation will become very poor. We will consider some implications of such departure, but it should be borne in mind that the analysis to follow does not apply directly to an individual alveolus. Lungs consist mainly of gas partitioned off. by walls. Here we analyze the balance of forces acting on such walls. These arise either from gas (or liquid) molecules acting at the surface of the wall in question, or from other walls, which make direct attachments to the wall in question. To simplify matters we do not consider gravitational forces. Our conclusions then apply to regions with vertical dimensions small enough so that any differences in stress due to gravity are negligible.
Under static conditions the sum of all forces acting on a given wall must be zero. This is equally true for the sum of forces operating on the wall in a par titular direction. When such walls enclose a radially symmetrical space, a convenient direction along which to sum forces is the radial direction. This is appropriate for pression for the balance of radially acting forces operating on a generalized wall such as is depicted in Fig. 1 . We present the balance in terms of stresses rather than forces. Stresses have the units of force per area, F/A. It is convenient to make the expression in terms of stresses because ultimately we will want to relate it to the overall stress applied to the lungs, namely, transpulmonary pressure. The balance of radial stresses is expressed as follows:
The first term, (Pi-PO), arises from the forces applied to the surface by way of the gas (or liquid) molecules. Since, by Pascal's law, the stress in a liquid is equal in all directions to the liquid pressure, this radial stress is the sum of the pressures at the two surfaces. We regard forces which operate outward as positive. Accordingly, pressures inside, Pi, are positive and pressures outside, PO, are negative.
The second term, (( ~Fo/A) -( xFi/A)), expresses the sum of radial stresses arising from wall attachments outside, ~Fo/A, and inside, xFi/A. Since these walls are under tension, stresses applied by those pulling at the outside are positive, and by those pulling at the inside, negative.
CF represents the sum of all forces in the indicated direction, and A, the area upon which these forces operate. This is not the area of the approximating spherical surface itself, but the sum of the areas projected by portions of such a surface on which the individual forces act, on planes normal to these forces. The separate projections-one for each attachment-together form a single, multifaceted 597 surface. When the radius of curvature of the approximating spherical surface is large compared to the distances between attachments, A is very nearly equal to the area of the approximating surface. The third term in equation I, Pw, expresses, as a pressure, the radial stress arising from the circumferential components of forces applied to the wall by walls attached to it. In the particular case where these forces are equally distributed so that the tension, T, at the margin is everywhere the same, the related radial stress can be predicted from the Young-Laplace relationship between wall tension, the radii of curvature, R, and the resulting transmural pressure, Pw. The latter represents the radial stress in question:
for a spherical surface, Pw = ZT/R, and for a cylindrical surface Pw = T/R. Thus, in general, Pw, which is inward acting and hence negative in sign, is inversely proportional to the radius of curvature. We now apply equation I to particular walls-first to the outermost wall, the pleural surface, and then to walls within the lung. In this way we develop the relationship between transpulmonary pressure and the, radial stress distending regions within lungs. At the pleural surface ( Fig. 24) 
The term on the left is simply static transpulmonary pressure, and it is equally opposed by the summation of all of the inward-acting tissue (and surface) forces distributed at the pleural surface, xFi/Apl.
At h igh lung volumes, where tension in the pleural rface is greater, and at the margin of lobes, where the degree of curvature of the surface is high, a term for Pw(p1) should be added to right-hand side of equation 2. Next we consider an arbitrary spherically shaped region, re, within the lung with a wall made up of adjacent alveolar septa such as is diagramed in Fig. 2B Consider a region of lung separated from the remainder by a plane which transects the lung (Fig. 3) . The region is bounded by the transecting plane and by a pleural surface. Under static conditions the sum of all forces acting on the region at its boundaries must be zero. This is true also of the sum of all forces acting in a given direction at the boundaries. Here we consider only forces acting in a direction normal to the transecting plane, and consider forces operating in the direction of the region as seen from the transecting plane to be positive. The forces acting on the region at the transecting plane are of two sorts: tensile forces applied by tissues and surfaces passing through the plane, and forces acting by way of the pressure in the gas (and tissue) at the transecting plane.
We refer to this latter pressure as alveolar pressure, Palv, The total force normal to the transecting plane at the pleural surface is the product of pleural pressure, Ppl, and the area projected by the pleural surface on the transecting plane, which is the area of the transection itself.
(It is easy to show that whenever the region is so shaped that the projected area exceeds that of the transection, such excesses will occur as overlapping areas from two projections of surfaces at which the signs of operation of the pressure are opposite. The net force for such areas is zero. This is also true for any projections that overlap the transection itself; these also will occur in pairs which are self-canceling. The boundaries of any real structure or circumscribed sure (see equation 4), the stress expressed in terms of pressure region within the lung can be closely approximated with will be PI, X (V,/V) 2? a series of intersecting planes. The outward-acting stress (Later we consider the stresses at the walls of airways at the surface of these structures is everywhere nF/A = PL and blood vessels which may undergo diameter changes in the homogeneously expanded lung, which is our previous without length changes. In this instance the surface area conclusion.
of the cylinder varies as V1'2 and the stress at the surface of the cylinder is PL X (V 0/V) lj2.) We next develop the relationship between alveolar pressure within a region and regional volume when the region changes volume relative to surrounding regions, without change in shape. We will regard transpulmonary pressure, PL, as fixed and alveolar pressure elsewhere as atmospheric.
Therefore, since transpulmonary pressure equals the difference between alveolar pressure and pleural pressure, Ppl (i.e., PL = Palv -Ppl), in this instance PL will equal -Ppl.
The following expression Palv V-J 213
The idea common to the following examples is that when is obtained local changes in distension occur, the normal stress at the by rearranging equation I after the following substitutions. . outer surface of the region in question changes, and always so as to oppose the change in distension.
In brief, the basis is as follows: if, at constant transpulmonary pressure, the volume of a local region changes relative to that of surrounding regions, its external surface area must change as well. As a result the normal stress at the outer surface of the region changes, and in a predictable way. When the region decreases in volume relative to surrounding regions, the outward-acting forces, if anything, increase, while at the same time the area over which these forces are distributed, decreases. As mcreases in a resul t the stress i ncreases. When the region volume rela tive to surrounding regio ns, the outward-acting forces decrease, while the area on which they are distributed increases. As a result the stress decreases.
Two assumptions lead to a prediction of the magnitude of these changes. First, if the dimensional changes associated with the volume change are regular, so that the shape of the region is constant, then the surface area of the region, A, varies as (V)2/3 and relative to that at the initial volume, Vo, is A/Ao = (V/V 0) 2/3. Second, if the change in strain occurring in the surrounding regions is distributed to a sufficient distance, that in the immediate tissue attachments will be negligible and the total outward acting force, nF, will be constant. In this case, the stress will vary solely and inversely with the area of the region, and hence the stress relative to that existing initially will be expressed as follows : Vi/" V Pi = Palv; i. e., regional alveolar pressure
Pre is the recoil stress developed by the region. When transpulmonary pressure is zero, Pre = Palv. If in the unexpanded lung all the airways leading to a region could be cannulated and connected to a common tube, and if all the pores in the alveolar septa forming the outer wall of the region could be closed off, it would be possible to obtain the relationship between Palv and regional volume experimentally at PL = 0, and thus define Pre as a function of volume.
Since this is impractical, we will here assume that the regional volume-pressure characteristic is similar to that for the whole lung. The broken lines, Pre, in Fig. 4A and B are typical quasistatic volume-pressure relationships for lungs expanded from the collapsed state to full inflation and then deflated. (The hysteresis reflects in part the areatension hysteresis of the alveolar surface and in part the serial expansion of air spaces on inflation and their serial collapse on deflation.)
The term Ppl( V o/V) 2/3 is the expanding stress applied to the region by the recoil of the surrounding tissues. We will refer to this stress as the effective pressure, Peff. Peff is analogous to pleural pressure and, indeed, equals pleural pressure (which in the present example is -5 cm H20) when the lung is homogeneous, i.e., when regional alveolar pressure is also atmospheric.
It is shown in Fig. 4A as the broken line on the left.
The solid lines show how regional alveolar pressure would change with regional volume under the conditions for mechanical interdependence that we have predicted (Fig. 4A) volume at Palv = 0 would be identical in the two examples (see point 1). As regional alveolar pressure is reduced below a trnosphcric, however, the mechanically independent region reaches nearly complete collapse (point 2, Fig. 4B ) when Palv = Ppl, while the mechanically dependent region still contains more than half of its original volume (compare point 1 with point 2, Fig. 4A ). As alveolar pressure is returned to atmospheric, the independent region remains nearly collapsed while the interdependent region expands to a volume only some 20 5% below the original. It is well established that a high surface tension within air spaces tends to make them collapse and that a Iow surface tension, conferred by a lipoprotein, surfactant, is necessary if alveoli are to remain expanded at low lung volumes ( 1, 2, 13, 14) . The example we have developed suggests an additional mechanism tending to stabilize air spaces. Any influences which tend to reduce regional volumes, and hence render them more susceptibie To instability and collapse, will result in local changes in stress which oppose these changes. It may be that this mechanism operates on regions as small as individual alveoli. At such a level one of our assumptions, namely, that "the radius of curvature of the approximating spherical surface is large compared to the distances between attachments" clearly breaks down. We discuss the applicability of our theory to individual air spaces below.
It is also recognized that air spaces are stable at high lung volumes, i.e., individual air spaces do not continue to expand indefinitely, as would be the case if they behaved as soap bubbles do, because of mounting stiffness of their walls, presumably due mainly to collagen ( 10). Our analysis suggests an additional mechanism tending to protect air spaces from overexpansion. Any influences tending to increase regional volumes, such as reductions in alveolar The expanding tendency of the surrounding lung on a region within the lung, illustrated by the line Peff in Fig.  4A , is analogous to that applied to the whole lung by the chest wall (line Pw in Fig. 5 ). Indeed the two are similar in configuration and presumably also in function. The mechanical interdependence of regions within the lung alters the distensibility of a region, making it more difficult to collapse and to hyperexpand. Similarly, the mechanical interdependence of the chest wall and lungs renders the entire lung less subject to collapse or to overexpansion. Fig. 4B ). Again, this prediction is conservative. To th .e extent that strains in immediately S urrounding regions are subs tantial, the actual compliances would be lower. In more general terms, the mechanical coupling between regions is such that changes in relative volume of one region lead to regions changes in the stress applied to it by surrounding which cou nteract the change. As a result, the structure is functionally stiffer than it would be by itself, and because of this stiffness it departs less readily from its static configuration under dynamic conditions.
LUNG EXPANSION FROM GAS-FREE STATE. Inthegas-free lung pressure at all points within the lung will differ from pleural pressure to the extent that the tissues surrounding the point in question exert hydraulic effects, to the extent that the elastic elements within the collapsed lung are deformed, and to the extent that vascular pressures apply stresses to the lungs. Here we neglect these influences and treat intrapulmonary pressure in gas-free lungs as everywhere equal to pleural pressure, which would be approximately true in a small lung with vascular pressure equaling pleural pressure and with sufficient intra-alveolar liquid to permit all elastic elements to be at rest length. As such a lung is inflated with gas, transpulmonary pressure is developed across a shell of liquid and tissue between the gas-containing lung and surrounding undistended lung. Initially, the only opposing forces are from gas-liquid surface tension plus any adhesive (and viscous) (2) . One of the conclusions reached by our theory is that Pattle's original concern was more nearly correct than has been supposed. Consider pressures within a lung region which becomes obstructed in the expanded state. Immediately after obstruction the pressure inside the region would equal alveolar pressure under static conditions elsewhere. As the contained gas passed into the blood, however, the pressure would decrease in a manner that could be predicted for independent regions in Fig. 4B and for interdependent regions in Fig. 4A . In the first case, pressure would approach pleural pressure. If this pressure did not exceed the sum of local transcapillary hydrostatic and colloid osmotic pressures, the air space would eventually become atelectatic and there would be no transudation.
For an interdependent region (see Fig. 4A ) alveolar pressure would decrease until it equaled the pressure necessary to produce transudation frorn capillaries. Thereafter, as the gas continued to be taken up by blood, it would be replaced by transudate, though not necessarily at the same rate. If the gas uptake were rapid, as it would be if the inspired gas were 100 % 02, alveolar pressure could fall still lower-possibly to levels which could rupture capillaries.
The air spaces would then tend to fill with fluid to volumes even exceeding the ones existing prior to obstruction.
The is the relative distensibility of the bronchus and surrounding parenchyma.
We have made the prediction that when nonuniformities of expansion exist, local distending pressure will differ systematically from transpulmonary pressure and in such a way as to reduce the nonuniformity.
Thus, for example, to the extent that bronchi are less distensible than surrounding lung, the stress at the outer surface of the limiting membrane should differ from that elsewhere, increasing as lung volume increases. The effective distending pressure may then exceed transpulmonary pressure, in which case peribronchial pressure would be more subatmospheric than pleural pressure. We have estimated the possible magnitude of such differences for dog lungs. The upper solid line in Fig. 6 is a mean volume-pressure curve for excised dog lungs based on data published by Faridy et al. (3) . The lower solid line is a calculated volume-pressure curve for excised dog bronchi, based on pressure-diameter relationships for excised bronchi (mean of bronchi 1.0-6.6 mm diameter) as published by Hyatt and Flath (6), and the assumption that bronchial length changes with pressure as the cube root of lung volume at the corresponding pressure (R. E. Hyatt, personal communication).
All III the example given these differences would be small, as may be seen by comparing the lower solid line with the light dashed line immediately above it. The latter shows the bronchial volumes that would be predicted in situ for different transpulmonary pressures (its derivation is given in the legend). Hyatt and Flath (6) noted that differences between in situ and excised pressure-diameter curves for dog bronchi were small and concluded that peribronchial pressures in situ probably did not differ from pleural pressure. Our analysis suggests that real differences probably exist but that, because of the low distensibility of bronchi in the range where these differences become appreciable, they result in only small changes of bronchial diameter. Martin and Proctor (9) that is, the effective distending pressure applied to the blood vessel would exceed pleural pressure in magnitude.
Following the reasoning of von Hayek (4) we consider the perivascular (and peribronchial) spaces to be analogous to the pleural space. We further assert that it is reasonable to assume that radial tensions in solid tissue elernents in this space are nil and that radial stress is transmitted from the limiting membrane to the outer surface of the blood vessel (and bronchial) wall hydraulically. Presumably the balance of hydrostatic and colloid osmotic press ures across the capillary wall in the alveolar septa immediately outside the limiting membrane is the major determinant of the of liquid in the per ivascular space, and under circumstances this is such as to keep the liquid within the space relatively small and the liquid pressure therein more subatmospheri .c than pleural pressure. However, according to our analysis perivascular pressure may be more negative than pleural pressure. Accordingly, if the transcapillary balance is disturbed in the direction of transudation, the perivascular space should be a preferential site for transudation. There is abundant pathological evi .dencc to suggest that it is (16). Since the bronchi and blood vessels share a common space, it is to be expected that they, to a certain extent, share a common surface pressure and that this pressure is influenced by their respective pressure-volume characteristics. In this connection it is possible that the gradient in pressure from the periphery toward the hilum postulated in the preceding section plays a role in lymph drainage along the perivascular spaces. Clearly there can be little mechanical interdependence at the lobar level, as may be seen from the following. An essential feature of the mechanical interdependence we have considered is that the total number of tissue attachments at a given boundary be fixed. For this to be so, little or no slippage between regions can occur. Indeed if adjacent regions are free to slide one on another, as are the lobes of lungs, the regions can lose all mechanical interdependence. For example, if the volume of one lobe is held constant, the inward-acting stress at its pleural surface, which beconxs the outward-acting stress for its neighbor, is also fixed, and will be independent of the volume of its neighbor. To the extent that subdivisions within lobes are separated by loose connective tissue they will tend to have, as von Hayek has suggested, a degree of mechanical independence (4). In a study to be presented separately, we have demonstrated considerable mechanical interdependence at the lobular level, however, in goat and cow lungs. It is well known that species differ widely in the extent of lobulation. results for such a 6-sided, 12-edged structure and those based on spherical geometry will be greater, not smaller, than that for actual alveoli.
As pictured in Fig. 7 , we regard the cube-shaped alveolus as subjected to distending forces by way of 12 outwardacting septa (9 of the 12 are pictured) each operating at an angle of 135" with respect to the adjacent sides of the cube. The stress normal to each face of the cube is, then, 4 cos 45" F, where F is the force applied by an individual septum and is ?& the total force. Expressed as a fraction of the total force, Ft, and applied to the area of one of the cube faces, the stress is seen to be 0.24 Ft/L2, where L is the length of one septal junction (i.e., the width of one side of the cube).
If the same total force is distributed evenly over a spherical surface which contains the same volume as does the cube, the radial stress would be Ft/4&, where r is the radius of the sphere. But, by definition, since the two volumes are equal, 4/3rr3 = L3 and r = 0.61 L. From this relationship the stresses can be expressed in the same units as for the cube and is 0.21 Ft/L2. The stress based on the assumption of a uniform distribution of outward-acting force and, in this instance, a spherical shape, is 13 % less than the actual stress. For real alveoli the discrepancy would be smaller and for structures as large as alveolar ducts and sacs, together with the alveoli investing them, the discrepa ncy must be negligible.
IMPLICATIONS
OF CHANGE IN SHAPL.
We have saidthatwhen alveolar pressures are everywhere the same, all forces applied to air spaces are by way of tissue attachments. These forces, together with those opposing them, determine the shape, as well as the volume, of the structure contained.
It is reasonable to expect that as volume is changed, if the distribution of tissue forces remains the same, the shape. of the structure should remain the same, (and its surface area should vary as the two-thirds power of its volume). When air spaces are isolated from one another, how- ever, by obstruction or closure of the airways interconnecting them, alveolar pressures need not be everywhere the same. Pressure differences across air-space septa must result in local distortions-that is, curvature-of the septa. When pressure inside exceeds that outside, the septa are pushed outward and alveoli should become more nearly spherical. When pressure inside is less than that outside, the septa are pushed inward and alveoli should become somewhat star shaped in cross section.
The implications of such changes in shape to outwardacting stresses are illustrated schematically in Fig. 8 . The hexagon on the left represents the condition of zero alveolar pressure difference. The dashed lines represent the projected surfaces on which the tissue forces may be thought to act; for a given outward-acting tissue force the stress should vary inversely as the square of the length of these dashed lines. If the air space is isolated from surrounding ones, and thereby held at constant volume, increases in outwardacting forces will produce decreases in pressure inside relative to surrounding pressures. This will give rise to a change in shape such as diagramed in the middle of Fig. 8 . The septa between tissue attachments would be displaced inward until the walls at septal junctions come into apposition.
Thereafter, with further increases in outwardacting stress no further change in shape would occur. The fully developed change in shape would be associated with about a 25 % reduction in the projected area on which the outward-acting forces operate. Thus, the radial stress would increase about 30% due to shape change alone. On the other hand, if, at constant volume, outward-acting forces were decreased, the pressure inside would increase relative to that outside, and the septa between tissue attachments would be pushed outward until adjacent septa at septal junctions were in the same plane and normal to the outwardacting septum. The associated decrease in effective distending pressure related to shape alone would be about 7 % from that for the hexagon shape.
We conclude that our predictions based on a uniform distribution of tissue forces over an area which varies as the two-thirds power of the volume contained lead to systematic underestimation of stress-density for small structures and to systematic underestimation of changes in the area on which outward-acting tissue forces operate when changes in shape occur. In both instances the errors are comparatively small and in both instances they are such as to make effective distending pressure and changes in effective distending pressure greater rather than less than predicted ones.
RESULTS

WITH PHYSICAL MODELS
In this section we present some results obtained on physical models which were constructed to examine the implications of specific points in our analysis; namely, the influence of shape on radial stress and the distribution of strain around inhomogeneities.
Because they are easier to construct and measure, we have used models which undergo two-dimensional expansions. We emphasize that these models are not meant to simulate real structures in lungs. Figure 9 is a photograph of a physical model which we used to examine the influence of shape on radial stress. It consists of 19 condoms cemented together. To produce a two-dimensional expansion the condoms were sealed at their tips and necks to polyethylene tubes which had openings in their walls. The tubes from all but the central balloon were connected to a common manifold. Figure 10 shows volume-pressure curves obtained on the model with a syringe and water manometer.
The volumes are those introduced and removed from the central balloon. The pressure at the outside wall of the model was always atmospheric.
The graphic representation is then the same as that in Figs. 4 and 5, but with pleural pressure atmospheric-as would be the case for excised lungs inflated via the trachea.
To obtain the volume-pressure characteristic of the central When the pressure in the central balloon was +20 cm HzO, its volume was very nearly the same in both circumstances.
Apart from that, the two curves differ markedly-particularly in the mid range, where a volume change of 100 ml is associated with almost no change in pressure in one instance and a change of some 50 cm Hz0 in the other.
We explain the similar behavior at +20 cm Hz0 and the dissimilar behavior at other pressures as follows: when the pressure within surrounding balloons is +20 cm Hz0 and is the same as that in the central balloon, the gas pressure difference across the wall of the central balloon is zero, and all of its distension is by way of forces applied to the central balloon by way of the attached walls of the surrounding balloons. stress supplied by the walls which attach to the central balloon would be very nearly equal to "transpulmonary" pressure, i.e., in the present instance 20 cm HzO. Accordingly, we would expect the balloon to have nearly the same volume as when distended by a gas pressure difference of 20 cm HzO, under conditions where the outward-acting wall forces are zero-the conditions obtaining for the solid curve. The close correspondence at +20 cm H20 is therefore to be expected. When, with pressure in the surrounding balloons held at +20 cm HtO, gas is taken out of the central balloon, the pressure within falls and the resulting pressure difference across the walls of the central balloon should deform it from the configuration shown on the left toward that shown in the middle of Fig. 8 . As a result, the area on which the outward-acting wall forces are applied should be reduced and the outward-acting radial stress should be increased. As more gas is removed the walls of the central balloon should come increasingly into apposition, and the area on which the outward-acting forces operate should decrease further, leading to a progressive increase in effective distending pressure. This increase in effective distending pressure would be directly reflected in a progressive fall of the pressure within the central balloon as gas is removed from it.
We observed the anticipated change in configuration of the central balloon when we replaced its end with a circular window after first painting a black stripe on the inside wall to improve visualization. The photographs in Fig. 11  correspond to the points indicated by small arrows on the dashed curve in Fig. 10 . Palv is the pressure inside the surrounding balloons and PC that within the central balloon. From these photographs we estimated changes in the projected surface area on which the wall forces act and, assuming that outward-acting forces were constant, calculated changes in effective distending pressures. In every instance these were smaller than the ones observed. We conclude, and examination of the photographs supports our conclusion, that as the central balloon decreased in size relative to those around it, the walls of the latter were stretched inward, so that the outward-acting forces were increased, thereby augmenting the increase in effective distending pressure. In all of our analyses we have assumed that when a region in the lung changes volume relative to surrounding regions all deformation of surrounding structures is shared to so great a distance that shortening or lengthening of tissue elements immediately attached to the region in question is negligible.
This simplifying assumption allowed us to regard the outward-acting force per tissue element as constant at a given transpulmonary pressure. But-and our first model serves to illustrate this-these elements must, in fact, increase in length when the region within is made smaller than surrounding regions, and vice versa. Accordingly, their force must increase during relative volume decrease, and decrease during relative volume increase of the region within.
Our estimate of the changes in radial stress is therefore a conservative one. To get some idea of the extent to which we have underestimated changes in radial stress on this basis we made a second model (Fig. 12) 
